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Abstract: The dimension of energy transition is global, the technology 
revolution is European and worldwide. With the application of digital 
technologies, a new ecosystem of services develops, including decentralized 
generation, electric vehicles, grid flexibility and energy efficiency, 
contributing to a modern, low-carbon and cost effective energy market. For 
customers, this brings a golden age of empowered consumers, enabled by 
smart grids. Smart meters are the cornerstone of a smart grid, bringing added 
value to customers, energy distributors, suppliers, regulators and the 
economy. This paper draws upon the experience of Enel Group in terms of 
digitalisation, in Europe and world-wide. 
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Rezumat: Dimensiunea tranziției energetice este globală, întrucât 
revoluția tehnologică este nu doar Europeană ci mondială. Utilizarea 
tehnologiilor digitale duce la dezvoltarea unui nou ecosistem de servicii, 
inclusiv producție la nivel descentralizat, vehicule electrice, flexibilitatea 
rețelelor, eficiență energetică, contribuind la o piață a energiei modernă, 
cu emisii reduse și costuri eficientizate. Pentru clienți, aceasta înseamnă 
o eră de aur în care consumatorul este la putere, cu ajutorul rețelelor 
inteligente. Contoarele inteligente sunt baza rețelelor inteligente, 
aducând valoare adăugată clienților, distribuitorilor, furnizorilor, 
autorităților de reglementare și economiei în general. Lucrarea se 
bazează pe experiența Europeană și internațională a Grupului Enel în 
domeniul digitalizării. 

Cuvinte cheie: contorizare inteligenta, digitalizare, retele inteligente, puterea 
consumatorilor 
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1. Introduction 

The article aims to deal with the topic of smart metering in the 
electricity distribution networks in Romania, from the perspective of 
customers, distribution operators, electricity suppliers, the regulator, also 
addressing the general impact on the economy. The information is taken 
from the experience of the Enel Group, a pioneer in the field of smart 
metering worldwide, with over 50 million meters installed in the countries 
where it carries out electricity distribution operations. In a time when the 
world is undergoing an energy transition process driven by digitalization and 
new technologies, smart metering systems are the foundation of the future 
smart grids, which will enable both the delivery of advanced customer 
services and the efficient and low-cost operation of distribution networks, to 
a higher quality of service offered. 

2. Smart Metering worldwide 

Smart Metering is a bi-directional measurement and communication 
system between the meters and the DSO (Distribution System Operator) 
systems, which with the maximum warranties of security, allows remote access 
to the meters, giving the opportunity to collect readings, to manage energy, to 
control available power and to manage the connection / disconnection of service 
and while employing advanced anti-fraud mechanisms. 

The Enel Group is a leader in the field of smart metering worldwide, 
as it is one of the first utility companies in the world to apply the concept on 
a large scale. Enel smart metering is found in several countries worldwide, 
and currently more than 50 million customers worldwide benefit from Enel 
Smart Meter technology, most of them in European countries, Italy and 
Spain, the 8th and 14th economies of the world respectively, according to 
the level of Gross Domestic Product (World Bank, 20181). 

In the distribution areas of Latin America, Enel companies have 
installed over 415,000 smart meters in countries such as Brazil, Colombia, 
Peru, Chile and Argentina and their number is expected to grow significantly 
in the next period. 

As mentioned, in Europe, where the mechanisms of the European 
Union support the installation of smart meters, we find a much larger 
number of such installed equipment, over 50 million. The number of meters 
in Italy amounts to about 35 million, in Spain 12 million, in Malta and 
Montenegro more than 300 thousand each, and in Cyprus a pilot project has 

                                                           
1 https://databank.worldbank.org/data/download/GDP.pdf  
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been started, and the number of meters will increase immediately after 
analyzing the data of this project. 

In Romania, the installation of smart meters started in 2015, until now 
being installed over 650,000 meters in the distribution networks managed by 
the companies in the Enel Group. During this year, the National Energy 
Regulatory Authority approved a plan for the implementation of smart 
meters, according to which, by the end of 2028, the Romanian distribution 
companies of the Enel Group will have installed over 1.6 million smart meters. 

3. Overview 

The main feature that differentiates intelligent metering systems from 
conventional meters, even electronic ones, is the connection with the E-
Distribution dispatcher in order to be able to remotely automate a two-way 
communication flow at any time. Thus, the smart meter becomes a sensor in 
low voltage electrical networks, allowing the energy distributor to have 
much more accurate data on energy flows, consumption profiles and 
operating needs of the networks. 

The way data is transferred from the meter to their management system is 
a very important one when talking about a smart metering solution. In the case 
of the Enel solution, the data collected from the locations where the smart 
meters were installed is transmitted by the PLC (Power Line Communication) 
technology to the secondary stations, where a data hub is installed that takes all 
the information from the meters installed from the respective station. Further, 
this information reaches the control room and, implicitly, in the application that 
manages them, through the public data transfer networks. 

The smart metering solution uses an open communication protocol 
(Meters & More) and is efficient due to the fact that it uses the existing 
infrastructure of the electricity distribution network. The long service life of 
the meters (over 15 years) allows future evolutions, being a durable and 
reliable measurement solution, due to the low failure rate. 

 
4. Benefits for the Ecosystem 

 
Smart metering brings significant improvements to all stakeholders in 

the community. Thus, consumers benefit from: 
‐ Invoices on real consumption; 
‐ Remote contracts management; 
‐ Enhanced awareness on energy use; 
‐ Active energy management; 
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‐ More tariffs/options to choose; 
‐ Tailored tariffs. 
Thanks to smart metering, energy suppliers can benefit from the 

possibility of easily introducing tariffs tailored to customer needs, enriching 
customers experience and even introducing service differentiation. 

The intelligent metering system brings benefits to the energy 
regulatory authority, helping to develop the energy sector, to increase the 
quality and reliability of electricity supply, thus enabling free-market 
development and management. 

Last but not least, the economy also has great benefits from the smart 
metering, helping to develop the Smart industry, stimulate innovation, 
energy efficiency and lower CO2 emissions, a great benefit for the 
environment. 

As the Enel smart meter has the ability to measure bi-directional 
energy flows, it encourages the emergence of prosumers, a new category of 
customers, who can produce electricity in small capacity plants (most 
commonly photovoltaic panels), thus helping to reduce emissions in energy 
production. 

Experience from Italy, the country that adopted a policy of massively 
installing smart meters in the early 2000s, shows benefits for the entire 
economy by reducing unplanned downtime, all these improving the quality 
of supply for both domestic and industrial consumers. Thus, in the 
distribution areas of Enel in Italy, the SAIDI (System Average Interruption 
Duration Index) indicator decreased from 2001, the year of the beginning of 
the massive digitization of the networks, to 44 minutes in 20152. 

 
5. Benefits for the customers 
 
Smart metering is a powerful tool to improve costumer awareness, 

fostering energy efficiency, which brings to the customer: 
‐ Bi-directional energy flows 
‐ Faster reconnection 
‐ Greater protection against overvoltage in the network or other 

possible incidents 
‐ Faster contract changes 
‐ Higher security, thanks to encrypted information 
‐ Information for an efficient consumption 

                                                           
2 https://www.enel.com/content/dam/enel-
com/investors/presentations/2016_10/Enel%20Group_2016%20Capital%20Markets%20Da
y%20(22Nov16).pdf 
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‐ Tailored tariffs 
‐ No access to the customers premises 
 
6. Benefits for the distribution system operator 

 
Smart metering is the first step to ensure sustainability, efficiency and 

a reliable supply of electricity, in addition: 
‐ Better quality of service 
‐ Support in networks management and planification 
‐ Better losses detection 
‐ Renewables integration 
‐ Operations efficiency 
‐ Real information, on an hourly basis 
‐ Enabling new technology 
Other benefits that smart metering brings in the activity of the 

distribution operator are: 
‐ the reduction of the field activities: readings, activation / deactivation, 

the change of tariffs, the reduction of interventions of the type "lack access" 
‐ the services offered to the customers: the accuracy of the 

measurement of the energy consumed, the invoicing of the real consumption, 
the efficiency of solving the complaints, the optimization of the back-office 
activity and implicitly the low costs of the services for the clients, better 
methodology of establishing the prices, thus generating flexible tariffs. 

‐ logistic optimization: warehousing, transportation optimization, 
purchasing 

‐ revenue management by identifying fraud attempts and network 
failures, eliminating payment delays and achieving an efficient energy 
balance. 

All these benefits help in awareness of the behavior of all customers 
and the constant planning of activities within the distribution network. 

In addition, the optimization of the aforementioned activities also 
leads to the optimization of the costs of the distribution operators, which 
translates into the reduction of the operational expenses per customer, a 
benefit that is transferred to the customer, adding to the improvement of the 
quality of the service, and an optimization of the distribution tariffs. For 
example, operating expenses per customer fell in Italy from 80 euros in 2001 
to 48 euros in 2015, which represents an improvement of about 40%3.  
                                                           
3 https://www.enel.com/content/dam/enel-
com/investors/presentations/2016_10/Enel%20Group_2016%20Capital%20Markets%20Da
y%20(22Nov16).pdf 
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7. Enel experience in smart metering 

 
All these benefits were identified due to Enel's experience in the field 

of smart metering, an experience of over 25 years, which began in the 1990s 
with the solution design, followed between 1999 and 2001 by a redesign of 
the commercial process, so between 2001 and 2006 there were over 32 
million meters for a complete roll-out in Italy. In 2010 began the installation 
of meters in Spain, which currently has 12 million such devices installed. 
The projects in Latin America and Romania followed, and from 2016 the 
installation of the second generation of smart meters in Italy began. 

8. Cervantes Solution 

The smart metering solution currently used in Romania is also called 
the Cervantes Solution, its characteristics being: energy balance, grid sensor, 
FW remotely upgradable, Plug and play, bidirectional, enhanced cyber 
security, PLC (Power Line Communication) embedded, remote reading and 
programming, remote relay management, programmable power limit, 
customer quality of services monitoring, prepayment, anti-tamper, flexible 
multi tariffs. 

9. Conclusions 

Smart meters are the basis of future smart grids. E-Distribution 
companies have already digitized most of the high and medium voltage 
networks, so that the equipment in these networks can be controlled 
remotely. The next natural step is to digitize low voltage networks using 
smart meters, which are not only a passive measuring equipment but an 
active component of the network. The purpose is to use the vast international 
experience of the Enel Group for the benefit of the clients in Romania. 
Smart grids, clean energy, sustainable mobility and energy efficiency reach 
customers homes with the help of smart meter innovations. 

R E F E R E N C E S 
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Abstract: The micro-hydro aggregates for small hydro power plant 
(SHPP) and micro-hydro power  plants (MHP) in low-energy hydro power  have 
been designed to operate on the basis of the evrything or nothing principle, 
taking into account their exploitation at optimum efficiency and simplification 
automation scheme. This principle proved to be inadequate due to the fact that 
small rivers are characterized by a daily, monthly or seasonal drainage with 
significant variation. Also, most of the micro-hydro power plants built in Romania 
after 1980 have the high installation coefficients (installed 2-3 times the power 
that could be obtained in continuous operation at the multi-annual average flow), 
which has the effect of producing energy discontinuous power distributed in hours 
of low operation for most of the year. Starting from the consideration that type 
FO (Horizontal Francis) and EOS type turbines (horizontal helical with the S-
shaped hydraulic circuit) have very sensitive flow characteristics, the paper 
presents some technical ways of increasing the efficiency of the functioning of 
micro-hydro aggregates (MHA) equipped with standardized turbines. 

 
Keywords: efficiency, micr-hydro power plant, micro-hydro aggregate, 
multi-year average flow  
 

Rezumat: Microhidroagregatele ce echipează centralele hidroelectrice 
de mică putere (CHEMP) şi microhidrocentrale (MHC) din cadrul 
amenajărilor hidroenergetice de mică putere au fost concepute să funcţioneze 
pe baza principiulul „tot sau nimic” (TSN), avându-se în vedere exploatarea 
lor la randamente optime şi simplificarea schemei de automatizare. Acest 
principiu s-a dovedit a fi inadecvat datorită faptul că râurile mici se 
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caracterizează printr-o scurgere zilnică, lunară sau sezonieră cu variaţie 
însemnată. De asemenea, majoritatea microhidrocentralelor construite în 
România după 1980 au coeficienţi de instalare mari (putere instalată de 2-3 ori 
mai mare decât puterea care s-ar putea obţine în funcţionarea continuă la 
debitul mediu multianual), acest lucru având ca efect o producţie energie 
electrică discontinuă repartizată în ore de funcţionare puţine în cea mai mare 
parte a anului. Pornind de la considerentul că turbinele tipizate de tip FO 
(Francis orizontal) şi EOS (elicoidal orizontal cu circuitul hidraulic în formă 
de S) au caracteristici de randament foarte sensibile la variaţia debitului, în 
cadrul lucrării sunt prezentate câteva modalităţi tehnice de creştere a 
randamentului de funcţionare al MHC-urilor echipate turbine tipizate.  

 
Cuvinte cheie: randament, microhidrocentrală MHC, microhidroagregat 
MHA, debit mediu multianual 
 

1. Introduction  
 

Under the EU Directive on Renewable Energy Sources [1], it is set as 
a mandatory national target for all EU countries that, by 2020, renewable 
energy should account for 20% of the energy consumed. Within these 
sources, the production from hydro sources is estimated at about 18200 
GWh / year, of which 1100 GWh in power plants with powers < 10 MW.  

At the beginning of 2017, there were 118 economic operators that 
owned 317 low-capacity (less than 10 MW) electric power generation 
capacities - SHPPs and MHPs. 

These low-energy hydro power together have an installed capacity of 
341.6 MW, which represents about 5% of the total installed capacity on 
hydro. The production made in 2016 by these privately-owned SHPPs and 
MHPs was approx. 493 611 MWh, which represents about 3% of hydro 
power generation [2]. 

According to a study by Hidroelectrica [3] it is estimated that by 2025 
the production of electricity from hydro sources will be at approx. 
20 000 GWh / year (Figure 1). 

The main features of these MHPs are diversity, specificity, design and 
execution concepts, exploitation mode. 

These characteristics have resulted from the fact that they have been 
made at certain historical moments and in certain technical and economic 
circumstances. 

Taking into account these desiderata, it is clear the necessity that, 
together with the new hydro-energetic facilities that will be built, the 
existing ones should be exploited in safety and efficiency, simultaneously 
with their rehabilitation or retrofitting. 
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Figure 1. Scheme of Romania's technically feasible hydropower potential 
 

The behavior and exploitation of equipment within MHPs requires the 
existence of indicators that characterize how well the intended purpose 
corresponds to its intended purpose through its design and execution. 

In this respect, it would be necessary to separate the technical factor 
predominantly pursued in a specialized study, the human factor that should 
not be approached simplistically or insufficiently, as well as the conditions 
in which the equipment is exploited. Starting from the fact that these 
factors are difficult to separate due to the many relationships that exist 
between them, the analysis of the hydro-energetic equipment exploitation 
should be started by fixing and characterizing the conceptual structure of 
the MHPs equipped with EOS and FO turbines and their effective 
exploitation. 

 
2. Conceptual Structure 
 
At the basis of the design of these micro-hydro power plants (MHP 

with powers from 10 to 200 kW) and of small hydro power plants (SHPP 
with power from 200 to 3600 kW), the normative framework PE 306/90 [4] 
stipulates the main conditions technical, layout schemes and construction 
solutions. According to this normative, the following resulted: 

- the variability of the river flows during one year required, in order to 
achieve a maximum energy output, the operation of the micro-hydro power 
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based on the principle of everything or nothing, with the application of a 
electromechanical action solution; 

- installation coefficient, defined as the ratio between the installed flow 
and the average available energy flow rate (multiannual average decrease of 
the flow rate for the other uses) between 1 and 3; 

-  the equipment used in the construction of MHPs are generally 
typified, which, together with the technical and economical analysis of the 
design, has led to the choice of several variants regarding the river sector, 
the establishment of the installed flow, the diameter of the pipelines chosen 
in order to achieve the consistency with the arrangement; 

- as these facilities do not have significant accumulations, the 
compensating basins being sized to a capacity that allows the operation of a 
turbine for 0.5 hours, the planned electricity production is not achieved; 

- realization of the components of the arrangement according to 
simplified constructive solutions and type projects, having importance class 
IV (SHPP), respectively V (MHP); 

-  the use of standardized energy and hydromechanical equipment in 
domestic production (turbines, asynchronous generators, asynchronous 
motors in generator mode, etc.) [5];this was possible by making an internal 
production of micro-aggregates consisting mainly of two series of Francis 
turbine types (FO - Figure 2) and helicoidal (EOS - Figure 3), coupled with 
asynchronous generators, equipment that has been approved; the micro-
aggregate range was further supplemented with groups equipped with a 
Kaplan horizontal hydraulic circuit turbine (KOS) hydraulic turbine, which 
allows either double-stroke or rotor-controlled, asynchronous / synchronous 
generator. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Francis horizontal turbine (FO) 
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Figure 3. Horizontal turbine with S-shaped hydraulic circuit (EOS) 
 

These framework normative criteria [4], with all their returns, have led 
to far-reaching outcomes, resulting in improvisational solutions, simplified 
design schemes, or design mistakes. 

 
3. Characterization indicators for EOS And FO type turbines 

 
For the characterization of low-energy hydro power installations 

equipped with EOS and FO turbines [6], a system of indicators is required 
that encompass all its component parts, but only a subjective arbitrary 
solution is possible. Taking into account the technical-economic design 
indicators (energy produced and the cost of energy), a series of indices can 
be detailed to show how much the arrangement is behaving. Thus, the 
energy produced in an average year is calculated with a relation: 

             En = K Qm H 8760 1 2 106 [GWh/year]              (1) 
 

where: 
K is a coefficient that depends on the efficiency of micro-hydro 

aggregate and takes 7 for EOS and FO turbines; 
Qm - multiannual average flow;  
H – net head (gross head from which the load losses are reduced);    
8760 - the number of hours in a year; 
1 - stock utilization coefficient; 
2 - availability coefficient (0.8 for a unit and 0.9 for multiple units).  
 
 Analyzing the factors that intervene in the aforementioned relation 

can be ascertained: 
  a) The coefficient K assumes a 70% hydro-aggregate efficiency, 

considered as cover if it reaches its installed power. From the performance 
measurements by ICEMENERG [7], [8], it is noted that at the nominal 
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power for the EOS 500 turbine the efficiency was 6668%, and for EOS 
1100 the efficiency was 7477%. At partial loads, efficiency falls rapidly, as 
can be seen from the graph in Figure 4.   

 

 
 

Figure 4. Efficiency variation by type EOS turbines flow 
 

 b) The average flow rate Qm seen as a water flow constant based on 
multi-yearly measurements, gives indications of leakage volume over a long 
period of time. From the point of view of exploitation, it is essential to 
capitalize the daily flow of tributary, which is characterized by a pronounced 
variability, a measure of which is the coefficient of variation, having values 
between 0,3 - 0,74, for monthly average flows, its value rising far more for 
daily average flows.       

c) Net head H, is the difference between the gross fall and the loss of 
the load. The loss of the calculated load in the design phase is 
underestimated, being mainly dependent on the pipe or adduction channel 
(large roughness due to poor executions) and the exploitation with a higher 
degree of clogging of the grids or the deposition of material alluvial on the 
hydraulic circuit. 

d) Coefficient 1 , defined as the ratio between the stock of water and 
the annual stock, is difficult to estimate because the capacity of such 
arrangements is reduced. During the flood, a large amount of water is lost 
and, at the same time, during these periods the hydrotechnical boats have a 
faulty behavior.In order to determine this coefficient, it is necessary to have 
a system of measuring the volumes transited during the high water periods 
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and to make a hydraulic balance of an appropriate accuracy (less than 10%). 
During the small waters, the share of servitude, which in some cases reaches 
up to 50% of the tributary flow, takes an important share. 

e) The stock availability coefficient 2, determined by design 
according to the frame norm [4], has the values: 0,8 for a hydro aggregate 
and 0,9 for several hydro aggregates. 

From the behavioral study for SHPPs and MHPs it ranges from 0.85 to 
0.98, but in this indicator there is no indication of downtime including repair 
and maintenance times at various ovens and equipment. 

In line with the existing design, construction, and operating 
deficiencies of MHPs, it is inevitable that much less electricity production 
than projected in the project will be. In most cases, energy in one year 
represents between 180% of the project energy, and this interval does not 
allow for a pertinent conclusion, and can not be correlated with the 
hydraulicity of the year, the type of turbine or other factors.    

 
4. Operation MHPs based on the Everything or nothing 

principle 
 

4.1. Everything or nothing principle 
 

In order to be exploited with optimum efficiency, micro-aggregates 
that equip low-energy hydropower were designed to operate on the principle 
of everything or nothing. 

This type of operation involves the periodic operation of micro-
aggregates by performing a number of start-stop cycles in one day, which 
has the following consequences: 

- the occurrence of overpressures in the induction line at start and stop; 
- packaging of micro-aggregates at the time of stopping; 
- clogging of the compressor outlet and compartment; 
- blocking intake butterfly valves in the turbine; 
- the occurrence of frequent stresses of electromechanical installations 

(switch, actuator of the REGMO type instrument). 
These stresses have a negative effect, such as breakage of the conduit 

through the sealing of the seals, the destruction of the bearings, etc. 
In case of operation according to the all or nothing principle, the 

energy obtained is determined on the basis of the analysis of the operating 
cycle. 
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A working cycle has a duration tc composed of a running time (tf) and 
a fill time you (a pause period). 

The fill type of the compensating basin depends on the tributary flow 
(Qa), the loss through the directing device (Qad) and the volume of the 
compensating basin (V), which has the expression: 

                                                   .                                         (2) 

Runtime is a sum of partial times 

                    , ;, ,, , 		 .                 (3) 

The allure of time of operation (3) is shown graphically in Figure 5. 

 
 

Figure 5. Operation chart based on everything or nothing 
 

where: 
,  - is the start time until the MHP connects to the network;  
,,  - the time needed for the MHP to reach the nominal regime; 

texp - the operating time to the nominal regime; 
,, - the shutdown time up to the trigger limit from the system 
,  - stop time of the MHP; 

A - a constant that depends on the turbine and the nominal regime 
imposed on it, namely the steering apparatus stroke and the shut-off speed of 
the REGMO,  

Qi - installed MHP flow rate.  
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To determine the operating time of the MHP, the equation of the 
volume balance of the arrangement is written: 

                 , ;, ,, ,   .       (4) 

If it is marked with: 
V0 the volume of water required to start the turbine 

, ;,   , 

V1  the volume of water lost in stopping the turbine 

, ;,   , 

then the MHP time equation becomes: 

                       .                                         (5) 

 Taking into account that tc is the duration of a start-stop cycle, the 
number of start-stop cycles (n) of a day is 

                                             n	 24

tc
  .                                                (6) 

 The electrical energy produced in a start-stop cycle Ec is given by the 
relationship                                          

                 9,81 , 2 ,,                (7) 

where  ,,  is the energy produced during ,,  and  ,,  is calculated with the 
relationship:   

     ,, 9,81 Q t H Q η Q, H dt
,,

, const.                (8) 

Electricity produced in a day working on the totality or nothing 
principle is calculated by the relationship: 

                                                    ETSN = n Ec                                               (9) 
 

4.2. Advantages and disadvantages of operation according  
to the principle of everything or nothing  

 
Operation based on the principle of everything or nothing has the 

advantage of obtaining a maximum yield by choosing such a nature of the 
turbine (Qi installed flow rate, H calculation), but also by efficiently using 
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the water stock if the tributary flow is more smaller than the installed flow 
(Qa   Qi).  

The disadvantage of this mode of operation of MHPs materializes 
through a large number of start-stop cycles; this number depends on the 
affluent Qa flow and leads to: load of the electric circuit breaker bearings, 
shocks in the power transmission lines, blocking of the drive mechanisms of 
the steering apparatus and damage to the electric motors, erosion of the 
concrete basin and the escape channel, the fluctuating flow downstream of 
MHP, a fluctuation that makes it almost impossible to maintain an aquatic 
life. 

   
5. Techniques to increase the performance of MHPs 
 
By abandoning the exploitation based on the principle of  everything 

or nothing and the adoption of continuous operation at the Qa tributary 
flow, the coverage of the long-lasting average daily flow curve is no longer 
optimal, resulting in significant energy losses. 

Given that the continued operation of MHPs is more appropriate when 
Qa   Qi, but usually Qa   Qi, which requires intermittent operation based on 
the principle everything or nothing, consideration should be given to 
replacing existing MHAs with other MHAs with lower powers. 

This also results from the fact that the vast majority of cases of energy-
power hydropower with more MHAs offer a much more elastic seasonal 
flow adjustment scheme. 

Based on the design on the same criteria according to the frame norm 
[4], the fragmentation of the flow is done in equal mode resulting in a 
number of identical MHAs. 

 However, the question of the opportunity of replacing an MHA with 
another available, with a lower nominal flow, requires a careful study, 
choosing the optimal variant is a decision-making problem that is solved on 
the basis of the multicriterial analysis due to the divergent tendencies in 
maximizing the energy obtained and minimizing spending.  

 One of the technical solutions that could be applied to the principle 
of " everything or nothing" in order to reduce the number of start-stops of an 
MHP equipped with a single MHA is to use a regulator to operate on the 
REGMO device to close the device director of the turbine according to the 
affluent Qa flow, ensuring continuous operation of the MHA. It should be 
borne in mind that in the case of an MHP equipped with a single MHA it is 
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possible to operate at a minimum flow rate of 50% of the nominal flow, 
which means that the number of days of continuous operation in one year 
could also be about 100 for the low power hydro power plant located on 
rivers in the mountain range.The remaining 265 days The MHA must be 
intermittent. Thus, by reducing the value of the flow rate used from the 
maximum turbulent flow rate to 50% of the nominal flow, by closing the 
turbine guide vane, during periods when the flow rate of the tributary flow is 
lower, an increase in the duration of operation of the MHA acquis. 

Another way to increase the efficiency of running MHAs can be to 
change the installation angle of the rhetoric blades.This solution involves 
removing the rotor blades and placing them at a lower angle than the one 
corresponding to the nominal flow. 

The optimal angle setting is based on turbine characteristics and is 
generally lower by 50, which corresponds to a 30% reduction in flow rate 
and an 8.5% increase in efficiency compared to the original one. 

 In this case, the main drawback is that run blades are welded, 
seasonal adjustment is difficult to achieve, requiring specific devices and 
skilled personnel. 

Another option may be to purchase a spare run with the installation 
angle at the desired value. 

   This variant is warranted if each run has a service life of approx. 
3000 hours per year. 

The above solution is viable if you can easily adjust the installation 
angle. For a seasonal adjustment, a mechanical device can be adapted to 
change and lock the installation angle to a certain value. The use of  KOS 
type turbines is too demanding to be used in this case.  

  
6. Conclusions 
 
By efficiently capitalizing the Romanian hydropower potential, the use 

of fossil fuels for energy purposes is reduced, for which important funds are 
spent annually; reducing energy loss on transport lines; an important number 
of localities are supplied with energy; eliminates voltage drops in distant 
areas of electrical networks; reduce the number of floods of localities and 
lands; a large number of jobs are created. 

According to the analyzes presented in the article, we note the 
following ways of adapting EOS type turbines for their optimal efficiency in 
the case of the reduction of the turbulent flow at the value of the tributary 
flow: 
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- changing the angle of rotor blade installation, which requires studies 
to achieve a technical solution for seasonal adjustment; 

- reducing the number of start-up cycles of an MHA by using a 
regulator that acts on the REGMO device to close the turbine directing 
device according to the tributary flow; 

- replacing the existing MHA with a smaller MHA with a lower power 
corresponding to the tributary flow. The features of the new MHP are 
derived from a pertinent technical and economic analysis. 

These solutions can be applied during retrofitting, following a 
feasibility study. 

For a real optimization of the operation of small hydropower 
developments, an in-situ [9] verification of exploitation characteristics and 
technical / economic indices resulting from the project is required. In 
addition to the performance of MHAs (as compared to the service 
topographies guaranteed by the equipment provider) in the performance tests 
[10], the actual MHA consumption (power-to-flow) characteristic is also 
being developed. 

 This allows for the efficient use of water available in a hydropower 
facility and the premises for a pertinent analysis of how MHA works. 

In order to make a visible progress in the micro-hydro power field, the 
efforts made so far (setting up a MHP realization concept, training the 
personnel needed for MHP exploitation, creating an internal MHP 
production) should be continued;this is in line with the current micro-hydro 
policy in other countries where rivers with energy parameters similar to 
those of the Romanian water courses frequently build hydro power plants of 
low energy. 
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